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Vernier acuity is susceptible to degradation by image motion. The purpose of this study was to
determine to what extent vernier thresholds are elevated in the presence of image motion because of
reduced stimulus visibility, due to contrast smearing, or to a shift in the spatial scale of analysis. To
test the visibility hypothesis, we measured vernier thresholds as a function of stimulus velocity (O-6
deghec), for various levels of stimulus visibility, each normalized to the detection threshold at the
respective velocity. Contrary to the prediction of the visibility hypothesis, vernier thresholds
worsen as the velocity increases, even when the stimuli are equally visible. To test the shift in spatial
scalehypothesis, we determined spatial frequency tuning functions for vernier discrimination and
line detection tasks, using a masking paradigm. We measured vernier and line detection thresholds
as a function of spatial frequency of a sine-wave mask (0.5-32 c/deg), and for stimulus and mask
velocities ranging from O to 4 degkec. Peak masking for both vernier discrimination and line
detection, which indicates the most sensitive band of spatial frequencies for each task shifts
systematically toward lower spatial frequencies as the velocity increases. The progressive increase
in spatial scale largely accounts for the worsening of vernier thresholds for moving stimuli.
Differences between peak masking for vernier discrimination and line detection were found at O
and 1 deg/see, suggesting that different mechanisms mediate the two tasks, at least at low velocities.
The masking results are consistent with previous findings that directionally selective motion
detectors mediate detection of moving stimuli, but suggest that these detectors do not analyze
vernier offsets. We conclude that the elevation of vernier threshold for a moving stimulus is
accounted for primarily by a shift of sensitivity to mechanisms of lower spatial frequency, and not
by decreased stimulus visibility. Copyright 01996 Elsevier Science Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION
The ability of the human visual system to judge the
relative position of two objects in space is very precise.
Under optimal conditions, the precision of vernier
judgments (c1O arc see) far exceeds the resolution
capabilityof the human eye (i.e., about 30 arc see) and is
thus regarded as one type of “hyperacuity” (Westheimer,
1975, 1979). In the central fovea of normal observers, a
few of the optimal conditions under which vernier
discriminationcan achieve the hyperacute range include
long exposure durations of the stimulus (e.g., Keesey,
1960;Foley & Tyler, 1976;Morgan et al., 1983;Waugh
& Levi, 1993a); high stimulus contrast (e.g., Morgan &
Aiba, 1985; Bradley & Skottun, 1987; Wehrhahn &
Westheimer, 1990; Westheimer & Pettet, 1990; Waugh
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& Levi, 1993b);and the absence of image motion faster
than a few deg/sec (Westheimer & McKee, 1975;
Morgan et al., 1983; Carney et al., 1995). In general,
the dependence of vernier acuity on exposure duration
and stimulus contrast can be understood in terms of
visibility, i.e., good vernier acuity can be attained when
the stimulusis well above its detectionthreshold(Hadani
et al., 1984;Westheimer& Pettet, 1990;Waugh & Levi,
1993a,b; Carney et al., 1995). However, the degrading
effect of image motion on vernier acuity has not been
satisfactorily explained. The purpose of this study,
therefore, was to define the mechanism(s) by which
image motion degradesvernier acuity.
One hypothesisas to why vernier acuity is elevated in
the presence of image motion, akin to its dependenceon
exposureduration and contrast, is the effect of visibility,
which we define as how many times each line of the
vernier stimulusexceeds its detection threshold.When a
stimulus moves, its energy is spread over a spatio-
temporal area; if this spread is beyond the spatial extent
of the receptive field or the duration of the temporal
integrationperiod, then the energy will not be summated
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completely.This reduction of the effective energy of the
stimuluswill decrease its visibilityand may thusgive rise
to a higher vernier threshold. Clearly, one way to offset
the adverse effect of motion on vernier acuity, according
to this explanation, is to increase the energy of the
stimulus, by increasing its contrast. This visibility
hypothesisfor explainingthe degrading effect of motion
on vernier threshold is attractive because of its paralle-
lism with the well-known contrastdependenceof vernier
acuity for stationa~ stimuli (e.g., Hadani et al., 1984;
Morgan & Aiba, 1985;Wilson, 1986;Bradley& Skottun,
1987; Wehrhahn & Westheimer, 1990; Westheimer &
Pettet, 1990; Klein et al., 1990; Banton & Levi, 1991;
Waugh & Levi, 1993b), which is supported by the
findingsthat identicalvernier thresholdscan be achieved
for stationary stimuli that are equated in their visibility
over a wide range of chromatic content, exposure
durations and intensities (Krauskopf & Farell, 1991;
Waugh & Levi, 1993a,b).According to this hypothesis,
equally visible stimuli should always result in identical
vernier thresholds, regardless of the velocity of image
motion.
An alternative hypothesis to account for the degraded
vernier thresholdin the presenceof image motionderives
from the notion that our visual system uses different
spatial frequency mechanisms to analyze stimuli that
move at different velocities. This shift in spatial scale
hypothesisassumesthat lower spatialfrequencymechan-
isms (which operate at larger spatial scales) mediate
discriminationof stimuli that move at a higher velocity.
Based on the spatio-temporal properties of the human
visual system (Robson, 1966;Burr & Ross, 1982;Kelly,
1985),progressivelylower spatialfrequencymechanisms
would be expected to exhibit the greatest sensitivityto a
broad-band stimulus as the velocity of the stimulus
increases.As argued by Levi and his co-workers(Levi &
Waugh, 1994; Levi et al., 1994), a shift in spatial scale
toward lower spatial frequencies can explain the eleva-
tion in vernier thresholds because (1) the sensitivity (1/
threshold) of locating the centroid of a luminance
distributionin noise is inversely proportional to the blur
of the distribution (Morgan & Aiba, 1985;Krauskopf &
Farell, 1991; Morgan, 1991); and (2) the precision of
spatial localization is determined by the slope of the
spatial tuning function.Indeed, a shift in spatial scale has
been shown to fully account for the degraded vernier
acuities in anisometropicamblyopes (Levi et al., 1994),
and largely account for those in strabismic amblyopes
(Levi et al., 1994) and normal peripheral vision (Levi&
Waugh, 1994).This spatial scale shifthypothesispredicts
that the elevation in vernier threshold for a moving
stimulus is inevitable, even when its visibility is equated
to that of a stationarystimulus,becauseof the need to use
a lower spatial frequencymechanismto mediate the task.
To examinewhether the elevationin vernier thresholds
with moving stimuli is attributable to a decrease in
stimulus visibility, or a shift in the spatial scale of
analysis, we conducted two experiments to test these
hypotheses independently. We first measured vernier
discrimination thresholds as a function of stimulus
velocity, for various levels of stimulus visibility. The
visibility hypothesis predicts that vernier thresholds
should remain constant for equally visible stimuli,
regardless of the stimulus velocity. We then measured
vernier discriminationthresholdsin the presence of sine-
wave masks for a range of spatial frequencies,in order to
construct spatial frequency tuning functions at various
stimulus velocities. According to the spatial scale shift
hypothesis, the resulting spatial frequency tuning func-
tions should peak at lower spatial frequenciesfor stimuli
that move at highervelocities, thus confirmingthat lower
spatial frequency mechanismsunderlie vernier discrimi-
nation at progressivelyhigher velocities.
GENERALMETHODS
Stimuli
The vernier stimuluswas a pair of horizontal abutting
lines, each of length 10 arc min (Experiment 1) or 34 arc
min (Experiment2). These line-lengthswere long enough
to attain optimal vernier acuity (Westheimer & McKee,
1977c). Unless specified otherwise, the width of these
stimuli was approximately 0.9 arc min (3 pixels). The
stimulus for line detection was a single line of the same
width and length as one of the two lines that made up the
vernier stimulus. These stimuli were generated by a
NeuroscientificVENUS stimulus generator with 12-bit
contrast control at a frame rate of 270 Hz, and were
presentedas dark lineson a Tektronix608 oscilloscopeat
a mean luminance of 100 cd/m2. The oscilloscopewas
equipped with a P31 phosphor which has a peak
luminance output at about 525 nm and a bandwidth
between 75 and 125 nm. The luminanceof an intensified
spot diminishes to CIYOin about 250 flsec. We used a
white diffusing plate to mask the screen of the
oscilloscope down to a circular aperture of 1.15 deg in
diameter, when viewed at a testing distance of 4 m. At
this viewing distance, each pixel on the oscilloscope
subtends a visual angle of about 0.31 arc min. When
necessary, sub-pixel vernier offsets were produced by
assigning a different luminance value to each of the 1
pixelbars that made up the vernier stimulus,such that the
perceived position of the line was biased toward the
centroid of the luminance distribution (Westheimer &
McKee, 1977a; Morgan et al., 1983; Watt & Morgan,
1983; Morgan & Aiba, 1985; Morgan, 1991; specific
detailsare given in the Appendixof Klein et al., 1990).A
fixation target was not provided; instead, we instructed
our observers to fixate at the center of the oscilloscope
screen, and not to try to track the moving stimulus.
Natural pupils were used to view the stimuli throughout
the study.
We introduced motion in our stimuli using apparent
motion, where the largest spatial interval between two
successiveframes of presentationwas 1.3 arc min (for a
velocityof 6 deg/see),a value much smallerthan the d~aX
for the perception of smooth motion (Braddick, 1974).
The direction of motion was randomized to be either
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FIGURE 1. Vernier discrimination (left, units: arc see) and line detection (right, units: %min) thresholds are plotted as a
functionof stimulusvelocity (deg/see), for the three observers.Vernier thresholdsplottedwere measuredwith a pair of abutting
lines with a line-strength of 49%min.For an increase in stimulus velocity from Oto 6 deg/see, vernier thresholdsincrease by
more than a factor often, comparedtoonlya two-fold increase for the detection task. Error bars represent +1 SEM, and are
smaller than the size of the symbolswhen not shown.
upward or downward and the duration of the stimulus
presentation was limited to 148 msec in order to avoid
pursuit eye movements. Because of the brief stimulus
presentation duration, the change in eye position was
minimal (Steinman et al., 1973), thus, the stimulus
velocity closely approximatedthe retinal image velocity.
Psychophysicalmethods and data analyses
Stimuli were presented using the Method of Constant
Stimuli and data were collected using a self-paced rating
method. For the vernier discriminationtask, the test line
could be presented at one of five vertical offsets with
respect to the reference line. These five offsets include
one and two stepsbelow or above the reference line, and
level with it. The task of the observer was to rate the
direction and magnitudeof the offset, by pressing one of
the fivebuttonson a responsebox. To precludethe use of
any positioncue furnishedby the positionof the stimulus,
relative to the edge of the circularaperture (for stationary
stimuli), vertical positions of the lines comprising the
vernier stimuluswere randomlyjittered from trial to trial
(by an amountapproximatelyequal to the largest vernier
offset). For the line detection task, the test line could be
presentedat one of threenear-thresholdcontrastlevels, in
addition to a blank field. The observer’s task was to rate
the contrast level of the test line, by pressing one of the
four buttons on the response box. The position of the
detectionstimuluswas not jittered randomlyfrom trial to
trial because we did not want position uncertainty to
contaminate the intrinsic uncertainty associated with
detecting the presence of the line. For both tasks, the
order of presentationof the stimuliwas randomized,and
auditory feedback as to which stimulus was presented
was given after the observer had responded.Each block
2398 S. T. L. CHUNG et al.
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FIGURE 2. Vernier thresholds are plotted as a function of stimulus
visibility, specified in contrast threshold units (ratios of the stimulus
line-strength to the detection threshold), for the five stimulus
velocities. The data set for each velocity is coded by the size of the
symbol. Solid lines represent the fitted power functions(straight lines
on log–logcoordinates)the slopesof whichare summarizedin Table 1.
Because we restrained fitting power functions to data that are at least
1.5 times above the detection thresholds, the datum points for the
lowest visibility at velocities Oand 1 deg/sec were excludedfrom the
fitting. Dashed lines with slopes of one are drawn for comparison.
Error bars represent + 1 SEM.
contained 125 trials for vernier discrimination or 100
trials for line detection. Responses obtained from each
block were analyzed using the ROCFLEX signal
detection analysis program, where the threshold was
interpolatedto a d’of one, correspondingto 84’Yocorrect
response on the psychometric function (Klein & Levi,
1985). Each datum reported in this paper represents the
value averaged across 3–5 blocks of trials, weighted by
the inverse variance of each threshold estimate (Klein,
1992). We specified vernier discrimination threshold in
arc sec and line detection threshold in %min, which
represents the line-strength (i.e., line-widthx line-con-
trast) of a thin line (Klein et al., 1990; Banton & Levi,
1991; Waugh & Levi, 1993a,b). Curve fitting, when
necessary,was carried out usingIgorPro’”,which utilizes
a Levenberg-Marquardt iterative algorithm to minimize
the errorbetween the experimentaldata and the model fit.
Except when specified, the experimental data were
weighted by the inverse of the standard error of each
threshold estimate during curve-fitting.
Observers
Three observers,one of the authors and two observers
unaware of the purpose of the study, participated in the
experiments. Observers SC and AT were myopic and
thus wore appropriate refractive corrections during
testing; the other observer was emmetropic. All have
(corrected) vision of 20/20 or better. They were
experienced observers in psychophysical experiments
and were extremely well practiced with the paradigms
used to collectdata for the vernierdiscriminationand line
detectiontasks.Data reported in thispaperwere collected
after each observer had received extensivepractice with
viewing the moving stimuli. Each observer voluntarily
granted written informed consent after the proceduresof
the experiments were explained, and before the com-
mencement of data collection.
EXPERIMENT1: EFFECT OF VISIBILITY
The purpose of this experimentwas to assess whether
the decrease in visibility of a moving vernier stimulus
could account for the elevation in its threshold.
Specifically,we comparedvernier thresholdsfor moving
stimuli of equal visibility (i.e., equal number of times
above the line detection threshold). The visibility
hypothesispredicts that both vernier discriminationand
line detection thresholds are affected by velocity in a
similar way. This hypothesis further predicts that
identicalvernier thresholdswould be obtainedfor stimuli
that were equatedfor visibility,regardlessof the stimulus
velocity. On the contrary, the spatial scale shift hypoth-
esis predicts an inevitabledegradation in vernier thresh-
olds with stimulus velocity, even when the stimuli are
equated for visibility.
Methods
We firstmeasured line detectionthresholdsfor a single
line of dimension 0.93 x 10.13 arc rein, at five stimulus
velocities:O(stationary),1, 2, 4 and 6 deg/sec. Then, for
each stimulus velocity, we measured thresholds for
vernier stimuli at five different levels of visibility,
relative to the respective detection thresholds. We
manipulated the visibility level (or, line-strength)of the
vernier stimuliby changing the width of the lines (2 to 6
pixels, corresponding to 0.62 or 1.86 arc rein) and the
Weber contrast of the lines (up to 80%). This combina-
tion gives a maximum line-strength of about 148%min.
We used only line-widthsthat are well within the Ricco’s
diameter, where there is perfect reciprocity between the
contrast and width of the stimulus.The Ricco’s diameter
MOVINGVERNIER
TABLE 1.Slopes(~ 1 SEM)of the powerfunctionsrelatingvernier thresholdsto contrast thresholdunits,
as plotted in Fig. 2
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Observer
Velocity (deg/see) Sc AT TKN
o – 1.063 + 0.136 –0.989 + 0.150
–0.883 t 0.094
1 – 1.436 + 0.199 –0.934 + 0.062
–0.655 ~ 0.168
2
– 1.051 f 0.147 – 1.186 f 0.044 –0.912 f 0.154
4 – 1.049 * 0.031 –0.978 + 0.169 –0.835 + 0.115
6 – 1.049 ~ 0.063 –1.244 ~ 0.218 – 1.133 ~ 0.118
for each velocity was predetermined from a pilot
experiment where detection thresholds were measured
for a single line of various line-widths (Chung et al.,
1996).
Results
Vernier discrimination thresholds measured with a
stimulus having a fixed line-strength of 49%min (i.e., a
0.93 arc min line with a Weber contrast of 52.6%) are
compared to the line detection thresholds in Fig. 1, as a
function of stimulusvelocity. For an increase in stimulus
velocity from Oto 6 deg/see, vernier thresholdsincrease
by more than a factor of ten, compared to only about a
two-fold increase in line detection thresholds. Highly
similar results were obtained for stimuli with other line
strengths (not shown). When we expressed the visibility
of all the vernier stimuli in terms of contrast threshold
units (i.e., ratio of the line-strengthof stimulusto the line
detection threshold), vernier threshold shows the ex-
pected approximately linear dependence on contrast
when plotted on Iog–log coordinates (Fig. 2). This
contrast dependence is essentially invariant for stimulus
velocity between Oand 6 deg/sec.
To describe the change in vernier threshold with
contrast quantitatively, we fit the data set for each
stimulus velocity with a power function, the slope and
interceptof which were free to vary. The equationof this
function is:
Threshold = a x (visibility)b
where a is the vernier thresholdwhen the stimulusis just
detectable (contrast threshold unit = 1) and b is the
exponent of the power function, or the slope of the
straight line when plotted on log–log coordinates. The
fittingof these power functionswas restricted to data that
are at least 1.5 times above the detection threshold,when
the observers could reliably see both lines of the vernier
stimulus.As a result of this constraint, datum points for
the lowestvisibilityfor velocitiesof Oand 1 deg/secwere
excluded from the curve-fitting.Table 1 summarizes the
slope of the threshold vs contrast function for each
velocity, separately for each observer.The average slope
of all these functions is – 1.03. ANOVA shows that the
effect of velocity on the slope of these functionswas not
significant(F(df=~,14)= 0.53, P =0.72). In addition, no
systematicdifferenceis found amongthe mean slopesfor
the fivestimulusvelocities.The slopeof a power function
relating line vernier thresholds to contrast has been
reported to fall within a range of —0.5 to —1.1 for
stationarystimuli (Morgan & Aiba, 1985;Wilson, 1986;
Klein et al., 1990; Banton & Levi, 1991), and although
our values compare favorably with this range of values,
they tend to be on the high side. We attribute this
steepeningof the slopes to the generally low visibilityof
our stimuli (Morgan & Aiba, 1985; Klein et al., 1990;
Waugh & Levi, 1993a).
Despite the qualitatively similar slopes that we
obtainedfor the variousvelocities, the different data sets
are still separated from one another vertically. This
vertical separationis contrary to the predicted outcomeif
visibility is the sole factor accounting for vernier
thresholds for moving stimuli. Note that the “best”
vernier thresholds that we obtained for a stationary
stimulus,are about 10-15 arc see, which is comparableto
the thresholdsreportedin the literaturefor stimuliof brief
stimulus exposure (148 msec) and low contrast ( ~ four
times above detection thresholds) (Morgan et al., 1983;
Funakawa, 1989;Waugh & Levi, 1993a).
Discussion
The visibilityhypothesisassumes that the degradation
in vernier discrimination performance is effectively a
contrast effect, arising from the fact that our visual
system cannot completely summate the energy of a
moving stimulusover time and space. Indeed, we found
that thresholdsfor moving vernier stimuli improve with
higher contrast, at least up to seven times the detection
threshold.This contrast dependence is well-documented
for stationary vernier stimuli (e.g., Hadani et al., 1984;
Morgan& Aiba, 1985;Wilson, 1986;Bradley& Skottun,
1987; Wehrhahn & Westheimer, 1990; Westheimer &
Pettet, 1990; Klein et al., 1990; Banton & Levi, 1991;
Waugh & Levi, 1993b).For a stimuluscomposedof long
lines,vernier thresholdimproveswith the visibilityof the
stimulus, at least up to 30 times above the detection
threshold (Waugh & Levi, 1993a). The contrast depen-
dence of vernier thresholds for moving stimuli is also
evidentfrom thedata of Carney et al. (1995).Our finding
that the slopes of the power functions relating vernier
thresholds to contrast are similar (viz., approximately
–1) for stationary and moving stimuli suggests that
similar factors that Iimit vernier discrimination for
stationary stimuli may also limit the task when the
stimulusmoves at different velocities.
Despite a similar contrast dependence of vernier
thresholds for both stationary and moving stimuli,
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thresholds are always best when the stimulus is
stationary, and worsen when the stimulus moves, even
for equally visible stimuli. This increase in vernier
thresholds with velocity for equally visible stimuli is
more clearly demonstrated in Fig. 3, where we plot the
interpolatedthresholdsfor stimulithat are three timesand
four times above the detection thresholds. The inter-
polated thresholds are calculated from the fitted power
functions shown in Fig. 2, using the exponentsgiven in
Table 1. The monotonic increase in vernier thresholds
with velocity, for both levels of stimulus visibility,
contradictsthe predictionof the visibilityhypothesisthat
vernier thresholds should remain unchanged across
stimulus velocity (represented by the dashed lines in
Fig. 3). In addition, the differential effect of velocity on
vernier discrimination and line detection tasks (Fig. 1)
implies that the mechanismsunderlying these two tasks
are not the same,which violatesan importantassumption
of the visibility hypothesis.
EXPERIMENT2: SHIFT IN SPATIAL SCALE
The results of Experiment 1 suggest that although
vernier thresholdsfor both moving and stationarystimuli
alike are contrast-dependent, the worsening of vernier
thresholdswith velocity is not dueprimarily to a decrease
in visibility of the moving stimulus. Therefore, we
reasoned that the worsening of vernier threshold for
moving stimuli might be explained by a shift in the
spatial scale of analysis, analogousto that which occurs
between normal foveal and peripheral vision (Levi &
Waugh, 1994).The basis is that lower spatial frequency
mechanisms are more sensitive to moving stimuli than
their higher spatial frequency counterparts. We used a
masking paradigm to measure the spatial frequency
tuning of vernier thresholds for stimuli moving at
different velocities, in order to determine the spatial
frequencymechanismthat is most importantin mediating
the task at each velocity. For comparison, we also
measured the spatial frequency tuning for detection, for
the same range of velocities.
Methods
We measuredvernier discriminationand line detection
thresholds in the presence of a full-screen, sine-wave
mask of spatial frequenciesrangingfrom 0.5 to 32 c/deg.
For comparison, we also obtained thresholds in the
absenceof the mask. For this experiment,the dimensions
of each line stimulus were 0.93 x 34.4 arc rein, with a
Weber contrast of 8090. The sine-wave mask was
oriented at 10 deg clockwise or counter-clockwisewith
respect to the line stimulus, because the peak masking
effect for a stationa~ vernier stimulus occurs when a
mask is tilted between 10 and 15 deg relative to a line
vernier stimulus (Findlay, 1973; Waugh et al., 1993).
Auxiliary data collected with various mask orientations
showed that althoughthe peak masking shiftsfrom about
10 to 20 deg as the velocity of a line vernier stimulus
increases from Oto 4 deg/see, the shape of the resultant
spatial frequency tuning function remains unchanged
(Chung, 1995). Unless specifiedotherwise, the data that
we report in thispaper were collectedwith the contrastof
the mask equal to 10Yoand the stimulus and the mask
moving at the same velocity (i.e., O, 1, 2 and 4 degk+ec).
Additional data collected with a mask contrast of 30%
gave qualitatively similar spatial frequency tuning
functions, but with a larger magnitude of masking, as
reported in previousstudies (Waugh et al., 1993;Levi et
al., 1994).
We changed the velocity of the sine-wave mask by
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varying its spatial and temporal frequency.Thus, in order
to construct a spatial frequency tuning function for a
specific velocity, the temporal frequency of the mask
covaried with its spatial frequency. Because motion
detectors are well known to be direction-selective
(Barlow & Levick, 1965; Sekuler & Pantle, 1967;
Sekuler et al., 1978), most of the data were collected
with the line stimulus and the mask drifting in the same
direction, except that the mask was always tilted at 10
deg with respect to the line stimulus. However, to
examinewhether directionallyselectivemotion detectors
are indeed involved in analyzing the information for
vernier offsets or line detection with moving stimuli,we
obtained some threshold measurements when the line
stimulusand the mask moved in oppositedirections.Our
prediction was that thresholdsfor vernier discrimination
or line detection would be similarly affected by the
presence of the mask, irrespective of its direction of
motion, if the extraction of the vernier offset or contrast
information of the stimulus does not depend on
directionally selective motion detectors. Conversely,
thresholdswould be more elevatedwhen the mask moves
in the same directionand less affected for a mask moving
in the opposite direction as that of the stimulus, if
directionally selective motion detectors are involved in
the processing of information for the discrimination or
detection task.
During the presentationduration of 148 msec, the line
stimulusand the mask were interleavedframe by frame,
thus, the position of the stimuluswas updated every 7.4
msec. This gives a maximal spatial interval of 1.78 arc
rein, for the highest stimulusvelocity that we examined
(4 deg/see). When thresholds were measured in the
absence of a mask, each frame containing the line
stimulus was interleaved with a blank frame, so as to
maintain the same time-averagedenergy of the stimulus.
Results
Vernier thresholds are plotted as a function of the
spatial frequencyof the sine-wavemask in Fig. 4, for the
four stimulus velocities that we examined. For compar-
ison, similar spatial frequency tuning data are presented
for line detectionin Fig. 5, for observersSC and AT. We
fit each of these spatial frequency tuning functions with
either a single or a split Gaussian curve. A single
Gaussian fit to the data assumes that the curve is
symmetric with respect to the peak of the function (on
a linear scale), while a split Gaussian fit, consisting of
two Gaussian curves fitting the two limbs of the
combined curve independently, implies a lack of
2402 S. T. L. CHUNG et al.
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symmetry of the combined function. The “better” fit is
defined as the one which gave a lower reduced Chi-
square value (i.e., taking into account the difference in
the degrees of freedom between the two fits). In general,
for vernier discrimination, the tuning functions for the
two lower velocities (Oand 1 deg/see) are better fit by a
single Gaussian function;while those for the two higher
velocities (2 and 4 deg/see) are better fit by a split
Gaussian function. For detection, most of the tuning
functionsare better fitby the split Gaussianfunction.The
equations for these Gaussian functions are:
SingleGaussian:
Threshold = baseline
+ peak amplitude x exp-[(sf-sfp)la)’
Split Gaussian:
for spatial frequency < peak spatial frequency (sfP),
Threshold = baseline
+ peak amplitude x exp-((sf–sfP)/01)2
for spatial frequency > peak spatial frequency (sfP),
Threshold = baseline
+ peak amplitude x exp–((sf–sfPJ/u’)2
where baseline is the optimal threshold measured in the
presence of a mask, peak amplitudeis the elevation from
the baselineto reach the peak thresholdvalue, sf is spatial
frequency, sfP is the spatial frequency at which peak
masking occurs, o is the standard deviation of the single
Gaussian function, and al and 02 are the standard
deviationsof the splitGaussianfunctionbelow and above
the peak, respectively.
Table 2 summarizes the fitted parameters of each of
these Gaussianfunctions,as a function of the velocity of
the stimulus and the mask. As already shown in
Experiment 1, the baseline thresholdsshow a systematic
increase in value with velocity, more so for vernier
discrimination than for line detection. The increases in
vernier baseline thresholds are less in the present
experiment than in Experiment 1 (see Fig. 1), an effect
we attribute to the higher stimulus line-strength that we
used in this experiment.The peak amplitudeof the spatial
frequency tuning functions (proportional to the strength
of the masking effect) also exhibits an increase in value
with velocity, but the effect is similar for vernier
discrimination and line detection. The peak masking
spatialfrequency,as predictedfrom the spatial scale shift
hypothesis, systematically shifts toward lower spatial
frequency with an increase in velocity. The spatial
frequency tuning functions that we obtained for a
stationarystimulus(see Table 2) are qualitativelysimilar
to those reported by Levi et al. (1994),who used a noise
mask of 10% contrast (peak masking spatial fre-
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TABLE 2. Parameters ( + 1 SEM) of the fitted Gaussian functions as shownin Figs 4 and 5
Peak masking
Velocity Baseline threshold Peak amplitude spatial frequency Band-width
Observer (deg/see) (arc see) (arc see) (cldeg) (octaves)
Vernier discrimination
Sc o
1
2
4
AT o
1
2
4
‘rKN o
1
2
4
13.90 ~ 0.68
16.01 ~ 1.33
21.15 + 1.42
45.63 ~ 1.22
12.82 & 0.46
16.89 i 1.27
26.91 & 2.07
83.36 ~ 5.53
13.63 & 0.92
14.38 ~ 1.07
19.06 ~ 1.62
48.03 + 1.62
11.79 f 3.19
15.53 & 4.44
32.93 & 5.09
68.49 ~ 6.75
12.62 t 4.89
12.13 + 3.22
29.41 jZ 6.52
120.67 ~ 93.65
16.08 i 9.84
11.25 i 2.11
28.97 + 3.89
261.83 + 20.08
9.04 f 0.43
6.81 + 0.26
2.98 ~ 0.32
2.13 ~ 0.26
10.17 + 0.21
6.94 + 0.62
3.0 t 0.48
1.84 + 1.38
10.53 ~ 0.48
7.31 * 0.50
3.52 t 0.51
2.69 + 0.17
0.83 + 0.27
0.75 ? 0.32
1.45 * 0.37
2.45 & 0.57
0.67 ~ 0.23
1.22 * 0.79
1.72 ~ 1.27
1.76 ~ 5.35
0.71 + 0.46
1.02 + 0.52
2.23 t 0.82
1.82 ~ 0.24
Line detection
Sc o 18.51 ~ 1.59 5.51 + 2.06 5.71 + 0.74 2.07 + 2.80
1 20.57 ~ 1.73 10.38 t 3.86 3.80 + 0.51 1.80 t 1.30
2 21.41 t 1.90 33.81 + 9.79 3.83 t 0.68 1.77 t 1.06
4 24.49 & 1.17 279.49 & 28.53 2.81 + 1.15 1.17 t 2.38
AT o 13.43 ~ 0.27 3.53 + 1.71 5.65 ~ 0.20 0.46 t 0.39
1 14.08 + 1.63 5.44 ~ 3.32 3.86 ~ 2.45 1.80 t 4.90
2 20.78 + 1.60 23.07 + 5.61 4.23 ~ 0.68 1.33 + 0.91
4 28.95 & 2.44 101.89 ~ 46.33 1.42 + 0.81 2.16 + 0.60
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FIGURE6. Thresholdelevations (ratio of thresholdmeasuredwith and without a mask) are plotted as a functionof the spatial
freauencv of the mask, for vernier discrimination(solid lines) and line detection(dashedlines), and with stimulusvelocity(W4
de&ec) & the parameter. Curvesshownare Gaussianfunctionsfittedto each set of data, similar to those shownin Figs 4 and5.
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FIGURE 7. Threshold elevations are plotted as a function of the spatial frequency of a sine-wave mask for vernier
discrimination(left) and line detection(right),with stimulusvelocity(O-4degkec) as parameter,for observerAT.The direction
of motionof the mask was either the same (dashed)or opposite (solid) to that of the line stimulus.Curves shownare Gaussian
functionsfitted to each set of data. Onlydata obtainedwith the oppositedirectionof mask motionare shownbecause the curves
for the same direction are replottedfrom Fig. 6. Spatial frequencytuningfunctionsobtainedare generallysimilar, regardlessof
the direction of motion of the mask. Note that we oriented the mask at 10 deg clockwise or counter-clockwise in order to
generate mask motion in the same or opposite directions as that of the line stimulus, which could account for the slight
difference between each pair of data sets for the Odegkec condition.
quency = 10.21 + 0.50 c/deg for vernier discrimination,
and 5.63 t 2.58 c/deg for line detection). For vernier
discrimination,the band-widths of the spatial frequency
tuning functions,definedas the full-width at half-height,
are found to increase with velocity, from an average
value of 0.74 to 2.01 OCtaveS(~OVA: ~(df. 3,II)
= 9.58, P =0.01). In contrast, the band-widths for
detection,which range from 1.27 octaves for a stationary
stimulus to 1.66 octaves when the stimulus moves at 4
degkec, are not statistically different from each other
(ANOVA: F(df=~,,,= 0.18, P =0.91). These results
agree qualitatively with the reported changes in band-
width of the spatial frequency mechanisms in the visual
system in monkeys (DeValois et al., 1982), or when
estimated psychophysically using stationary stimuli in
humans (Legge & Foley, 1980; Wilson et al., 1983),
namely, 1.25 octaves for a spatial frequency tuning
function peaking at or above 11 c/deg and 1.75 octaves
for a spatial frequency tuningfunctionpeaking at about2
cldeg. Psychophysically determined band-widths also
increase similarly between high and low spatial fre-
quency mechanismsthat detect moving (8 Hz) sine wave
gratings (Anderson & Burr, 1989).
Among all these parameters, the one that is crucial to
our question of whether there is a spatial scale shift in
analyzingmovingvernier stimuli is the spatial frequency
at which peak maskingoccurs.Figure4 clearly illustrates
that the peak masking shifts systematically to lower
spatial frequencies with an increase in the stimulus
velocity. This systematic shift in spatial frequency with
velocityis also found in the line detectiontask. However,
a direct comparison of the spatial frequency tuning
curves for the two tasks show that these curves do not
always peak at similar spatial frequencies.This compar-
ison is given in Fig. 6, where we plot the threshold
elevation (thresholdsmeasured with the sine-wave mask
normalized to the unmasked thresholds)as a function of
the mask spatial frequency for the two tasks, and for the
two observerswho participated in both tasks. At Oand 1
deghec, peak maskingoccursat a lowerspatialfrequency
for detection than for vernier discrimination;while at 2
and 4 deglsec, peak masking occurs at similar spatial
frequenciesfor both tasks (Tukey’sHSD test, subsequent
to a significantANOVA on the differencesbetween peak
spatial frequencies for vernier discrimination and line
detection:F(df. s, ~,= 33.43,1’= 0.0083).
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TABLE 3. Thresholdelevations ( t 1 SEM) obtained with a mask of spatial frequencyof 2 c/deg and velocity of 4 degkec
Vernier discrimination Line detection
Mask contrast (%) Same Opposite Same Opposite
5 1.41 f 0.11 1.58 + 0.13 3.63 t 0.50 1.54 ~ 0.10
10 3.51 + 0.45 3.57 f 0.71 5.40 + 1.41 5.70 i 1.84
Maskcontrastswere 5 and 10%and the maskmovedeither in the same or in the oppositedirectionas that of the line stimulus.Data were obtained
from observer SC.
In order to examine whether directionally selective
motiondetectorsare involvedin analyzingvernieroffsets
for moving stimuli, we compared the spatial frequency
tuning functionsfor the sine-wavemask moving in either
the same or in the opposite direction as the vernier
stimulus (Fig. 7, left panel). A similar comparisonof the
spatial frequency tuning functions for a line detection
stimulus with the two directions of mask motion is also
presented (Fig. 7, right panel). Data shownwere obtained
from one observer, but the results were replicated in
another observer. In general, the spatial frequency at
which peak masking occurs (paired t = – 1.148,
P =0.287), and the height of the function, taken as
representing the amount of the masking effect (paired
t = 2.015,P =0.084),do not depend on whether the mask
moves in the same or in the oppositedirection as the line
stimulus, for either vernier and detection tasks. There-
fore, these data suggest that the information required to
carry out the vernier discrimination and line detection
tasks does not require the involvement of directionally
selective motion detectors.
In view of the abundant evidence showing that the
detection of moving stimuli is mediated by directionally
selective mechanisms (e.g., Pantle & Sekuler, 1969;
Levinson & Sekuler, 1975; Sekuler et al., 1978), our
finding that masking is independent of the direction of
mask motion seems surprising. A plausible explanation
for this lack of directionalspecificityis that our detection
data demonstratea saturationeffect at peak masking,i.e.,
thresholds were already so high that they could not be
further elevated by a mask moving in the same direction.
The saturation effect is suggested in Fig. 5, where the
data around the peak of the spatial frequency tuning
function for velocities of 2 and 4 deg/sec show
remarkably similar values. We speculate that at satura-
tion, the visual system uses other off-frequency and/or
off-orientationmechanismsto mediate the detectiontask.
This explains why the thresholds are similar for a small
range of mask spatial frequencies. To test whether the
lack of a directional specificity in our results is due to
saturation,we lowered the contrastof the sine-wavemask
from 10 to 5%. Thresholdsfor vernier discriminationand
line detectionwere measuredwith the stimulusand mask
moving at 4 deg/sec either in the same or in opposite
directions. The results obtained from one observer are
presented in Table 3. At 2 c/deg, where peak masking
occurs for both tasks, threshold elevations are consis-
tently smaller with a mask of 5% contrast, compared to
one with 10% contrast. For vernier discrimination, the
thresholdelevationremainssimilar for the two directions
of mask motion. In contrast, the threshold elevation for
detection decreases substantially more when the mask
and the line stimulus move in opposite directions than
when they move in the same direction. Because the
lower-contrast (non-saturating) mask is more effective
when it moves in the same direction as the detection
stimulus,these results are consistentwith the proposition
that directionallyselective motion detectors mediate the
detection of moving stimuli. On the other hand, because
the 5% contrast mask elevates vernier thresholds
similarly for both directions of mask motion, we infer
that directionally selective motion detectors are not
required to analyze vernier offsets.
Discussion
Our data support the spatial scale shift hypothesis
which predicts that different spatial frequency mechan-
isms are most useful for analyzing stimuli that move at
different speeds. The systematic shift of the peak of the
spatial frequency tuning function toward lower spatial
frequencies suggests that the band of spatial frequencies
that is most importantin mediatingvernierdiscrimination
and line detection is different for stimuli moving at
different velocities. Specifically, sensitivity to stimuli
that are stationaryor move at a low velocity depends on
high spatial frequency mechanisms. Conversely, stimuli
that move at a higher velocity are analyzed by lower
spatial frequency mechanisms. These findings are in
accordance with the well-known spatio-temporal re-
sponse of the visual system, where better contrast
sensitivity is obtained for high spatial frequencies that
remain stationary or drift at a low velocity, and for low
spatial frequencies that drift at a high velocity (Robson,
1966;Kelly, 1985).
In general, spatial frequency tuning functions for
stimulus velocities of O and 1 deg/sec peak at lower
spatial frequencies for detection than for vernier
discrimination.This differencehas alreadybeen reported
for a stationary stimuluswhere spatial frequency tuning
functionsfor a line vernier stimuluswere obtained using
a noise mask (Waugh et al., 1993; Levi et al., 1994).
Differential spatial tuning for vernier discriminationand
line detection is attributed to the fact that any spatial
frequency component of the stimulus can be used to
detect the presence of a line, which is a broad-band
stimulusin terms of its spatial frequencycontent;but the
high spatial frequency component is most useful for
analyzingvernier offsets.
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FIGURE8. Vernier thresholdsinterpolatedfor equallyvisible stimuli are plotted as a functionof the spatial period(arc rein) of
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We attempt to relate the thresholdof a movingvernier
stimulus to the size of the spatial frequency mechanism
that is most sensitive to the task at specific velocities.
This relationship is described in Fig. 8, where vernier
thresholds for equally visible stimuli are plotted as a
function of the period of the sine-wave mask that gives
the peak masking effect, as calculated from Table 2. In
this figure, vernier thresholdsare the interpolatedvalues
obtained from the fitted power functions in Fig. 2, and
represent thresholds for stimuli with visibility that are
three or four times above the detection thresholds. The
solid lines in Fig. 8 represent the best-fit regressionlines,
fitted through the data withoutweighting. A line with a
slope equal to one (dashed lines in Fig. 8) would suggest
that the elevation in vernier threshold for a moving
stimuluscan befilly accountedfor by the parallel change
in the size of the spatial frequency mechanism (arising
from a shift in spatial scale). The slopes of the two
regression lines, for a visibility of three and four times
above the detection thresholds, are respectively
0.76 t 0.10 and 0.79 t 0.10. Both of these slopes are
significantly shallower than a slope of one (3 x CTU:
~(df = 1, 10) = 6.89, P =0.025; 4 X CTU: F(df .1, 10)=
5.57, P =0.040). Nevertheless, the elevation in vernier
threshold for a moving stimulus can still be largely
accounted for by the shift toward a lower spatial
frequency mechanism.
One plausible reason as to why a shift in spatial scale
seems to underestimate the change in vernier thresholds
(slope of the regression line cl) is suggestedby the data
in Fig. 6. Peak masking occurs at a lower spatial
frequency for the detection task than for vernier
discriminationat stimulusvelocities of Oand 1 deg/sec.
Therefore, althoughwe presented our vernier stimulusat
a visibility of three or four times above the detection
threshold, we were only equating the visibility of the
stimulusfor the lower spatial frequency mechanism that
mediates the detectiontask, but not for the higher spatial
frequency mechanism used to analyze the vernier
discriminationtask. From our knowledge of the human
contrast sensitivity function, an increase in spatial
frequency from 5 to 8 c/deg would result in about a
50% decrease in contrast sensitivity (Kulikowski, 1971;
Kelly, 1975). Thus, effectively, the visibility of the
crucial spatial frequency component of the vernier
stimulus was only half of the nominal value. Since
vernier thresholdsdepend on visibility,we reasoned that
lower thresholds would have been obtained at O and 1
deghec, if the visibility of the vernier stimulus were
normalized to the detection threshold for the band of
spatial frequencies that mediates the vernier task. If this
argument is correct, then a regression line fit through the
low-velocity data corrected for visibility, together with
our data at 2 and 4 deghec, should assume a slope closer
to unity.
GENERALDISCUSSION
Discriminationvs detection
The results in Fig. 8 clearly illustrate that vernier
thresholds could be largely accounted for by a shift in
spatial scale in performing the task. In other words, the
size of the spatial filter is an important, if not the sole,
determinant of vernier thresholds. However, despite the
fact that detection demonstratesa similar, although less
drastic, shift in spatial scale, its baseline threshold is not
affectedas much by an increasein velocity.This-suggests
that detectionthresholdis not solely limitedby the size of
the spatial frequency mechanism most important in
performing the task. Our finding is not a surprisingone,
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in view of the contrast sensitivityfunctionbeing more or
less flat for the range of spatialfrequenciesbetween 2 and
5 c/deg, implying that the individual spatial frequency
mechanisms within this range have similar contrast
sensitivity.
At stimulusvelocitiesof Oand 1 deg/see,we found that
peak masking occurs at higher spatial frequencies for
vernier discrimination than for detection, but that at
stimulus velocities of 2 and 4 deghec, peak masking
occurs at more or less similar spatial frequencies.These
findings support the argument presented above that the
tasks of discriminating vernier offset and detecting the
presence of a stimulus use different sources of informa-
tion contained within the stimulus, at least for slow
stimulus velocities. In addition to containing the spatial
frequency components in a line (as our detection
stimulus), a vernier stimulus includes an offset which
introduces higher spatial frequency componentsat other
orientations.These spatial frequencies, in turn, generate
additionalhigh temporalfrequencycomponentswhen the
stimulus moves. In the presence of fast image motion,
these high spatio-temporal frequency components be-
come undetectable, rendering them useless for vernier
discrimination.However, at slower image velocity (e.g.,
1 deg/see), the high spatio-temporal frequencies intro-
duced by the vernier offset may remain visible and,
consequently,useful for vernier discrimination.Since the
detectionof a single line can be based equally effectively
on any of its spatial frequency components, it makes
sense that line detection is less susceptible than vernier
discrimination to degradation by image motion. If this
argument is correct, then the crucial factor for predicting
the degrading effect of image motion is the combination
of spatio-temporal frequencies required to perform a
specific task. Further experiments using band-limited
stimuli would be required to tease apart the separate
effects arising from spatial and temporal frequencies.
Recently, Morgan (1995) found that temporal fre-
quency, rather than velocity per se, limits stereoscopic
thresholds for sine-wave stimuli of very low spatial
frequencies. The temporal frequency limitation on
vernier acuity is also suggested by a recent study by
Carney et al. (1995),who proposedthat the sensitivityto
vernier offsets is limited by a temporal sensitivity limit
corresponding to 1 msec asynchrony. Detection of this
slight temporal asynchrony is presumablymediated by a
temporal frequencysensitivemechanism,which need not
exhibit directional selectivity (T. Carney, personal
communication).
Motion-deblurringvs shift in spatial scale
A stimulus that moves across the retina produces a
smear of its energy over time and space because of
temporal and spatial integration. Despite this energy-
smearing, spatial thresholdshave been shown to survive
image motion reasonably well (e.g., Westheimer &
McKee, 1975, 1978; Morgan et al., 1983; Morgan &
Benton, 1989; Badcock & Wong, 1990). To date, two
general approaches have been used to account for the
effect of motion on spatial sensitivity. The first theory
proposesthat the visual systemis equippedwith a special
deblurring mechanism which removes the motion-
induced blur in the stimulus. Models for motion
deblurring are numerous. Examples include those of
Burr (1980, 1981); Burr et al., (1986); Hogben & Di
LQ11o(1985) and Anderson & van Essen (1987). Burr
(1980, 1981) suggested that visual information is
analyzedby two separatechannels.One of them is tuned
to high spatial and low temporal frequencies and is thus
most sensitive to stationary stimuli. The other one is
tuned to low spatial and high temporal frequenciesand is
specialized for analyzing moving stimuli. According to
Burr, motion smear is produced when the “static”
channel is inappropriately activated by a moving
stimulus. This motion smear is avoided as soon as the
“motion” channelis engagedbecause the receptivefields
of the motionchannel are oriented in space and time, and
thus integrate informationalong the motion path without
smear. Note that an implication of this model is that
analysis of moving stimuli takes place primarily in the
“motion” channel (Burr, 1981). Hogben & Di Lollo
(1985) proposed an inhibitory mechanism to deblur
moving stimuli which is in essence, similar to the
fundamentalidea of metacontrast.Their modelpostulates
that the visual system actively suppresses motion-
induced blur by an inhibitory interaction between
successively stimulated points along the trajectory of
motion. The “shifter-circuit” proposed by Anderson &
van Essen (1987) reconstructs the spatial information
present in moving stimuli by taking into account the
temporal delay between stimulationof different detector
units.Despitethe differencesin the intrinsicpropertiesof
all these motion-deblurring models, they are all built
upon an important assumption—that motion blur is
detrimental to critical vision and its removal is the only
way to achieve good spatial thresholds.
The finding that vernier thresholds and the effect of
maskingare similar,regardlessof the directionof motion
of a superimposedsine-wave mask (Fig. 7 and Table 3),
provides evidence to argue against the necessity for
deblurring to occur in order to achieve good vernier
thresholds. Burr’s model (Burr, 1980, 1981) suggests
motionsmear is avoidedbecauseorientedreceptivefields
integrateinformationalong the motionpath. Therefore, it
is difficult to explain how similar masking effects are
obtained when the mask moves in the same and in the
opposite direction as the stimulus. A similar argument
appliesto the shifter-circuitmodelproposedby Anderson
& van Essen (1987). Because the shifter-circuit has to
compensate for the movement of the stimulus, it would
notbe easy, if at all possible,for the circuit to compensate
for the motion of the vernier stimulus and the mask
simultaneouslywhen they move in opposite directions.
The second approachto explainwhy spatial thresholds
can withstandthe degradingeffect of image motion has a
differentpremise, i.e., motion-inducedblur doesnot have
to be completely eliminated from the stimulus for good
spatial thresholds to be attained (Morgan & Benton,
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1989;Paakkonen & Morgan, 1994). Morgan and his co-
workers argued that good spatial thresholds can be
attained in the presence of motion blur, as long as the
motion blur does not degrade the critical informationfor
performinga particular task (Morgan& Benton, 1989).In
a later study, Paakkonen& Morgan (1994)proposedthat
perceptualclarity is maintainedin moving stimuliby two
phases of temporal integration.The first stage is akin to a
camera-like exposure phase which always produces
motion blur. However, continuous rapid sampling of
the stimulus within the second phase of temporal
integration (about 100 msec in duration in daylight)
increasesthe signal-to-noiseratio which, in turn, helps to
reconstructa clear perceptual image of the stimulus,This
second stage of temporal integration is assumed to be
translation-invariant,so that the reconstructionof a clear
image does not depend on the direction of stimulus
motion. In essence, the model postulated by Paakkonen
and Morgan is somewhat similar to a deblurring
mechanism, because the motion-inducedblur produced
by temporal integrationin the firstphase is reducedby the
high signal-to-noise ratio in the second phase of their
model. To date, this translation invariance integration
phase remainsto be supportedby physiologicalevidence;
however, psychophysical studies show that spatial
interval discrimination is not affected by random and
rapid changes in stimulus position, even when these
changes in position are uncorrelated in the two eyes
(Badcock & Wong, 1990;Badcock et al., 1991).
Our data do not call for a special deblurring
mechanism, nor do they require a translation-invariant
mechanism to integrate stimulation over time. Instead,
we proposethat the degradingeffect of motionon vernier
thresholds arises mainly as a consequenceof the shift in
spatial scale used to analyze the stimulus at different
velocities. Note that the implementation of a shift in
spatialscale in analyzingmovingstimulidoesnot require
the eliminationof motion blur from the stimulus.Indeed,
the presenceof somemotionblur is inevitablefor moving
stimuli because of temporal integration. Recently,
Paakkonen & Morgan (1994) examined blur discrimina-
tion for moving stimuli and argued that motion blur
results from integration which could be accounted for
based on a single-size spatiaI filter. However, their data
are also well fit by a model assuminga shift in the spatial
scale of analysis (see their Table 1). In addition, the
assertion of Paakkonen & Morgan (1994) that a one-size
spatial filter underliesblur discriminationup to at least 8
deg/sec cannot readily explain why other spatial thresh-
olds increase with velocity before the 8 deg/sec limit is
reached (e.g., Westheimer & McKee, 1975; Morgan &
Benton, 1989). Based on our findings in Experiment 1,
we agree with Paakkonen & Morgan (1994) that there is
indeed an integration effect on thresholdsobtained with
moving stimuli.However, the resultsof the present study
suggest that this integrationeffect does not play a major
role in determiningvernier thresholdsfor movingstimuli.
We argue that lower spatial frequency mechanismsmay
be more useful than their high spatial frequency
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FIGURE9. Vernierthresholdsfor equallyvisible stimuliare compared
to the predictions from the 1 msec (dotted line) and 4 msec (dashed
line) temporalasynchronylimits, for stimulusvelocityup to 6 deg/sec.
Datum points for stimulus visibility of three (open symbols) and four
times the detection thresholds(solid symbols) are replotted from Fig.
3. Differentshapes of symbolsrepresentdata from differentobservers.
counterparts in mediating blur discrimination, even for
stationary stimuli. Since low spatial frequency mechan-
isms can survive image motion better, this may explain
why thresholds for blur discrimination are not much
affected even at a velocity of 8 deg/sec.
Echoing the original idea proposed by Westheimer &
McKee (1977b), Carney et al. (1995) recently suggested
that one of the limiting factors in analyzing moving
vernier stimuli is a 1 msec temporal asynchronylimit. In
other words, the visual systemjudges a vernier offset by
taking into account the temporal delay between stimula-
tion produced by the two end-points that constitute the
offset. This 1 msec temporal asynchrony limit is
appealing, because of the bulk of evidence supporting
the translation of a temporal delay of stimulation into a
spatial offset in the visual system (e.g., Morgan, 1976;
Burr, 1979; Fahle & Poggio, 1981; Morgan & Watt,
1983). In addition, a 1 msec temporal asynchrony
apparentlycan explainwhy vernier thresholdshave been
reported to be unaffectedby image motion up to about 4
deg/sec (e.g., Westheimer & McKee, 1975; Morgan et
al., 1983; Morgan & Benton, 1989). To determine
whether our data are limited by a brief temporal
asynchrony limit, we compare predictionsbased on two
magnitudes(1 and 4 msec) of temporalasynchronylimits
to our data in Fig. 9. Datum points in this figure are
replottedfrom Fig. 3. Obviously,our data are far from the
1 msec limit,which is not surprising,consideringthat the
generally low visibility of our stimuli does not permit
optimal thresholdsto be achieved. The 4 msec temporal
asynchrony limit seems to fit the data for one observer
well, but data for the other two observerswould be better
fit by intermediate magnitudes of temporal asynchrony.
In general, the temporal asynchronylimit hypothesiscan
account for our data obtained with velocities ranging
from 2 to 6 deg/sec.For low velocities (Oand 1 deg/see),
the thresholdspredictedby the temporalasynchronylimit
are lower than the data. Because of the limited range of
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stimulusvelocity that we tested in this study, we cannot
determine the importance of the role temporal asyn-
chrony plays in limiting vernier thresholds of moving
stimuli.
Toleranceof vernier acuity to slow image motion
The data in Fig. 1 showthat vernier thresholdsincrease
monotonicallywith stimulusvelocity,at leastup to 6 deg/
sec. For an increase in velocity from O to 2 degfsec,
vernier thresholds worsen by about a factor of two to
three. This result seems to contradict the widely held
belief that vernier acuity is tolerant to externallyimposed
image motion up to 2–3 deg/sec (Westheimer& McKee,
1975; Morgan et al., 1983; Morgan & Benton, 1989).
However, we believe that this “discrepancy” occurs
because vernier thresholds, like other spatial thresholds,
saturate at very high contrast levels. All the studies
demonstrating that vernier threshold is immune to slow
image motion used very bright lines on a dark or dim
background, which produced extremely high stimulus
contrasts.In our experiment,we used thin, dark lines on a
bright background with the visibility of the lines not
exceedingseven times the detectionthreshold.Therefore,
the result of our experiment is not contaminated by the
saturationof vernier thresholdsat high contrasts,and thus
can truly reflect the progressive shift to lower spatial
frequency mechanisms with an increase in stimulus
velocity. An interesting corollary of this explanation is
that spatial thresholds for low-contrast stimuli will be
more susceptible to the adverse effect of image motion.
An implicationfrom this study is thatwe can determine
how image motion due to eye movements limits spatial
thresholds, especially in individualswith abnormal eye
movements.For people with normal oculomotorcontrol,
the mean eye velocity during fixational intervals (i.e.,
excludingmicrosaccades)ranges from 0.4 deglsecor less
with the head still to about 4 deg.hec with vigorous
natural head movements (Skavenski et al., 1979; Stein-
man & Collewijn, 1980). These velocities are similar to
those that we used in this study. Keesey (1960) showed
that vernier thresholds are essentially unaffected by the
presence of fixational eye movements, a result which
seems to contradict our findingsthat thresholds increase
with velocity, at least up to 4 or 6 deg/sec.However, like
Westheimer& McKee (1975),Keesey used high-contrast
stimuli which would have introduced a contrast-satura-
tion effect. Using stimuli of moderate contrast, our data
show that the detection threshold is virtually unaffected
by image motion up to at least 4 deghec, which implies
that normal fixationaleye movementsdo not usuallylimit
our ability to detect the presence of discrete stimuli. On
the contrary, tasks that require critical discriminationof
spatial features of stimuli could be affected by fixational
eye movements, especially if the stimulus is of low
contrast.
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